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01/38– Particles and gravity
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02/38– Three problems

Very precise experiments confirmed the Standard Model (αQED

value, muon mean lifetime, Higgs, . . . ) and general relativity
(Lorentz invariance, equivalence principle, stars, gravitational
waves, cosmology, . . . ). But there are unsolved issues:

Big bang problem
Cosmological constant (dark energy) problem
Quantum gravity problem
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03/38– Discovery of black holes: the voice of gravity



04/38– Black-hole singularities



05/38– Cosmology

Light propagates with finite speed: looking into the past!



06/38– Galaxy distribution



07/38– Cosmic expansion: Hubble law



08/38– Cosmic singularity
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09/38– Origin and avoidance

Singular solutions of Einstein equations
Rµν − 1

2 gµνR = 8πGTµν are typical.
Borde–Guth–Vilenkin theorem (2003).
Changing the dynamics does not work: L = R→ f (R).
If we don’t change the theory, there is no way out: BKL
singularity. Skip



BKL singularity (1969+)



Cosmological billiards (1969+)
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10/38– Precision cosmology: observations



11/38– Cosmic microwave background (CMB)
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12/38– What information do we extract from the CMB?

Curvature of the universe
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12/38– What information do we extract from the CMB?

Cosmological constant



13/38– What’s the problem?

● Its value is very small (ρΛ ∼ 10−124m4
Pl = 10−29 g cm−3) and

cannot be explained by ordinary physics.
● Example: ρeq ≈ 2.4 × 10−113m4

Pl is calculable.
● Dark energy: We don’t know what it is!
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14/38– Problem of small/big numbers in physics: an
analogy

Questions: (1) Why and (2) with what chance
does one person have a given genotype?

Answers: (1) genetics; (2) each individual’s genome has ∼ 3350
loci in heterozygosis, can produce 23350 ∼ 101000 different
gametes.

Λ problem: we do not know the genome of the universe... we
don’t even have “genetics”!
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15/38– Nice simple ideas

That do not work:
Supersymmetry (1968+). ρvac ∼ 10−68m4

Pl ∼ 1056ρΛ.
Quintessence (1997+). ρΛ = ρφ, dynamical field, “fine
tuning” of initial conditions.
Modified gravity* (1970+). f (R), arbitrary, moderate fine
tuning,. . .
Vacuum models (2000+). Tension with observations.

That could work:
Extended quintessence, condensates*, . . .
Weak anthropic principle (1987):
−10−123m4

Pl < ρΛ < 10−121m4
Pl.
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16/38– Cosmological perspective

Quantum fluctuations are inflated to cosmological scales.
Coincidentia oppositorum: a window on microphysics.



16/38– Cosmological perspective

Area where particle physics and gravity meet...



17/38– A fragmented vision

Is it possible to unify quantum forces and gravity?
Could a quantum gravity or a theory of everything explain
what we observe and solve big-bang and Λ problems?



18/38– The challenges

Difficult to quantize gravity like the other forces.
Many theories but very formal and making little contact with
observations.
Where there is contact, big bang and Λ problems not
explained convincingly.
Can we test quantum gravity? What is its imprint?



19/38– Big bang and quantum gravity Examples

Canonical quantum cosmology (1982+): prob. interpretation.

Loop quantum gravity (2000+)**: quantum bounce.

Spin foams (2009): confirm the bounce.

Group field theory (1992,2000+)**: includes previous theories.

String theory: singularities resolved by T-duality (1989+),
non-locality**, tachyon condensation (Nothing state), E10/K(E10)
coset model (pure symmetry!) (2002+).

CDT (2002+): de Sitter universe, problem not yet solved.

Non-local gravity (2005+)**: classical bounce (asymp. freedom).

Multifractal spacetimes (2012+)**: stochastic fluctuations, minimal
distances.

Asymptotic safety (1979,1998+)*: problem not yet solved.

Causal sets (1987+): problem not yet solved.

Unimodular emergent gravity (2006+): problem not yet solved.



20/38– Achievements in non-locality

Non-locality =∞ many derivatives: e∂
2 ≃ 1 + ∂2 + ∂4/2 + . . . .

Believed to be intractable for almost 60 years.

We studied and solved it in detail for the first time (Cauchy
problem, diffusion method) [G.C. 2006, G.C. & Nardelli 2007-2010].
Unraveled its origin in string theory from large-gauge
symmetry [G.C. & Nardelli 2010].
Non-local quantum gravity and M-theory [G.C. & Modesto 2015].
Cosmology with bounce and acceleration without inflation
[G.C. & Nardelli 2007-2010; Mazumdar et al. 2006-2012; G.C., Modesto & Nicolini

2014].
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21/38– Non-local gravity
G.C. et al. 2006+; G.C. & Modesto 2015; G.C., Modesto & Nicolini 2014; Krasnikov 1987;
Tomboulis 1997; Modesto et al. 2011+; Mazumdar et al. 2012+

AKA non-polynomial quantum gravity:

Sg =
1

2κ2 ∫ dDx
√−g

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
R −Gµν

e−◻/M
2 − 1

◻ Rµν
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

Work in progress [G.C., Modesto & Nardelli]:
1 Cauchy problem with diffusion method.
2 Full dynamics (e−◻Gµν +O(R2) = κ2Tµν).
3 Classical solutions singularity-free (a ∼ exp t2).



22/38– Non-local gravity and strings

Reproduces the non-local graviton effective action of string field
theory and local 11D SUGRA:



23/38– Λ and quantum gravity

Canonical quantum cosmology (1983+): probabilistic
interpretation.
Loop quantum gravity (2008-09)**: very few proposals.
Spin foams (1997+): no significant results.
Group field theory (1992,2000+)**: probabilistic
interpretation via condensate states. →

String theory (2000+): landscape of vacua. →

CDT (2000+): problem not yet solved.
Non-local gravity (1987+): problem not yet solved.
Multifractal spacetimes (2013)**: problem reformulated (Λ is
pure geometry) but not resolved.
Asymptotic safety (2013): “prediction” of the value of Λ.
Causal sets (1997,2002): “prediction” of the value of Λ.
Unimodular emergent gravity (2012+): towards a resolution
of the problem.



24/38– Quantum gravity and superconductivity: Λ as a
BCS condensate
Alexander & G.C. 2008,2009

QG degrees of freedom are coupled into Cooper pairs.

Nonperturbative vacuum

CONDENSATION

FERMI SURFACE

Fermi−Dirac statistics

Bose−Einstein statistics

Occupation

Number

n(k)

1

Fermionic

Momentum  k

Perturbative vacuum



25/38– QG and superconductivity: Λ as a BCS
condensate

Setting: LQG with Λ, states of non-smooth quantum
geometry.
Using tools of condensed matter physics to get a fresh view
of the cosmological constant as a non-perturbative
phenomenon.
Many points not clarified, possible relation with GFT (more
condensates!).



26/38– Landscape in quantum gravity
G.C. 2010-2017

Dimensional flow:
spacetimes with scale-
dependent dimension

Universal feature in QG
[’t Hooft 1993; Carlip 2009; G.C.

PRL 2010]

UV finiteness?
Observable?



27/38– Dimensional flow



28/38– Multifractional spacetimes: physical principle
G.C. arXiv:1609.02776

Dimensional flow encoded in calculus (integrals and derivatives):

S[φi] = ∫ d%(x)L[Dx, φ
i] , d%(x) =∏

µ

dqµ(xµ)

Flow-equation theorem
Microscopic spacetime geometry uniquely determined by the
measure q(x) ≃ x + ∣ x

`∗
∣
α

Fω(x):

Fω(x) = 1 + A cos(ω ln
∣x∣
`∞

) + B sin(ω ln
∣x∣
`∞

)



29/38– Multifractional theories
G.C., Multifractional theories: an unconventional review, JHEP 2017

1 Multi-scaling: q(λx) ∼ λDαq(x).
2 Discreteness: Fω(λn

ωx) = Fω(x) , λω = exp(2π/ω). DSIs
appear in fractals and in chaotic systems (earthquake
patterns, financial crashes,. . . ) [Sornette 1998].



30/38– Results
G.C. et al. 2012–2017 (PRL, ATMP, JHEP, JCAP, PRD, . . . )

D ∂q D ∼ ∂α

Foundations 3 3 ?
Relativistic mechanics 3 3 ?
QFT and Standard Model 3 3 3?
Perturbative renormalizability 7 7 3?
Gravity and cosmology 3 3 ?
Phenomenology: particles 3 3 ?
Phenomenology: astrophysics 3 3 ?
Phenomenology: inflation ? 3 ?
Phenomenology: dark energy ? ? ?



31/38– Example of constraints: CMB spectrum
G.C., Kuroyanagi & Tsujikawa 2015

Constraints on the oscillating part of the measure.
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32/38– Summary of achievements

2003-2006: Phenomenological advances in braneworld
cosmology and higher-order string-inspired gravity [QG
problem].
2004-2014: Constraining/ruling out many QG cosmological
models (non-commutative, braneworld, etc.; see example)
[QG problem].
2006-2017: Major development of non-local theories,
advances in string field theory [big bang problem, QG
problem]. ⇒ FUTURE DIRECTION
2008-2014: Key contributions to loop quantum cosmology
[QG problem] and Hořava–Lifshitz gravity [QG problem].
2014: Getting loop quantum cosmology from GFT [Λ
problem, QG problem]. ⇒ FUTURE DIRECTION



32/38– Summary of achievements

2010-2017: Multidisciplinary study of dimensional flow in
quantum gravity, in general and in the specific cases of GFT,
asymptotic safety, Hořava–Lifshitz gravity and string theory,
organizing the landscape of QGs in the first big picture
(Classical and Quantum Cosmology) [all 3 problems]. ⇒
FUTURE DIRECTION
2010-2017: Creation and development of a new paradigm:
multifractional theories [all 3 problems]. ⇒ FUTURE
DIRECTION



33/38– Advances in observations (non-commutative)

2004: G.C. & Tsujikawa 2004 (WMAP1)

2014: G.C., Kuroyanagi, Ohashi & Tsujikawa 2014 (PLANCK2013)
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34/38– Observations: colliders
LHC and KEK



35/38– Observations: CMB and polarization
PLANCK



36/38– Observations: gravitational waves
aLIGO, KAGRA (ground-based)



37/38– Observations: gravitational waves
eLISA, DECIGO (space-born)



38/38– Observations: dark energy
Euclid



. . . E quindi uscimmo a riveder le stelle.



Thank you!

Grazie!

¡Muchas gracias!

Muito obrigado!

Danke schön!



Wave functions: canonical cosmology

The big bang happens with probability 0.
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Wave functions: loop quantum cosmology

The big bang is skipped.



Wave functions: loop quantum cosmology

The big bang is skipped.



Wave functions: E10/K(E10) coset model Back←

Big bang never reached: spacetime → pure algebra
Near the singularity (G→∞), all the dynamics reduces to the
null geodesic of a particle in E10/K(E10):

S11D−SUGRA Ð→ S[ν] = ∫
dt

n(t) ⟨P(t)∣P(t)⟩

P(t) ∶= 1
2
[d lnν(t)

dt
+ (d lnν(t)

dt
)

t

]



Group field theory: setting
Freidel, Oriti, Rovelli, . . .

SGFT = ∫
G

d4g [∫
G

d4g′ϕ∗(g)K(g,g′)ϕ(g′) + V] .

● Fock quantization: [ϕ̂(g), ϕ̂†(g′)] = 1G(g,g′), vacuum ∣∅⟩
“no-spacetime” configuration, one-particle state ∣g⟩ ∶= ϕ̂†(g)∣∅⟩
4-valent spin-network vertex or dual tetrahedron, . . .
● ∞ many particles, continuity! All GFT quanta in the same
state, homogeneity! Condensate (coherent state):

∣ξ⟩ ∶= A eξ̂ ∣∅⟩ , ξ̂ ∶= ∫ d4g ξ(g) ϕ̂†(g) , ϕ̂∣ξ⟩ = ξ∣ξ⟩
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Group field theory: cosmology Back←

Gielen, Oriti & Sindoni 2014; G.C. 2014

Gross–Pitaevskii equation:
0 = ⟨ξ∣1Ĉ∣ξ⟩ = ∫ d4g′K(g,g′)ξ(g′) + δV

δϕ∗(g) ∣ϕ=ξ.
G = SU(2), isotropy:

2χ(1 − χ)ξ′′(χ) + (3 − 4χ)ξ′(χ) +m ξ(χ) = 0 , χ = sin2 ( µ̄c
2

)

gives 4χ(1 − χ) = sin2(µ̄c)∝ ρ, LQC improved dynamics.
Symmetry reduction and quantization commute!
Probabilistic prediction for the cosmological constant:

ξ(Λ) ∼ 1√
Λ
.



;

A landscape for Λ Back←

String theory has ∼ 10500 vacua. . . How many of them could
produce the universe we live in?
Plays the role of “genetics”.
Value of Λ: statistical selection or anthropic principle?


